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SYNOPSIS
The Victorian Government has planned to resolve the states water shortage by embarking on 2
major water projects, The Surf Coast Desalination Plant costing $4.9 billion and The North South
Pipeline costing $1.3 billion.
There is substantial protest from many sectors of the community about both of these projects
however until now a viable alternative has not been forthcoming to resolve the water shortage of
the state.
ASR (Aquifer Storage & Recovery) is the process of diverting the stormwater from the drains and
channels around Melbourne and storing them in the aquifers located below Melbourne. Once
stored people can draw from the aquifers as a source of second grade water for general use
thereby freeing up the state's fully purified water.
This paper discussed the potential for the ASR option to offer an alternative water supply for
Melbourne.
Current Numbers:
Annual Stormwater discharge
Annual Melbourne Water use
Current storage capacity (Dams)
Storage capacity of the underground aquifers

530GI (billion litres)
420GI (billion litres)
1770GI (billion litres)
2800GI (billion litres)

PROJECT COMPARISONS
Item

Desalination
Plant
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North South
Pipeline

ASR

SUMMARY
ASR (Aquifer Storage & Recovery) provides a viable option for supplementing Melbourne water
supplies for the following reasons:
ASR would use stormwater from the existing stormwater network as the water source for
aquifer injection. Based on average figures the aquifer recharge system should take in
the order of 2-3 years to provide usable water from the storage aquifers.

.

Melbourne uses 420GI of potable water per annum. Stormwater flowing into the bays
total 530GI per annum.
Groundwater utilization is not new. Approximately 70% of the world's water supplies are
provided by groundwater resources.
Current dam based water storage capacity for Metropolitan Melbourne is 1,700GI (billion
litres) - ASR has been identified to potentially increase this by up to 2800GI over and
above existing storage capacity. This would leave Melbourne with an increase of 265% in
water storage capacity.
ASR would be based on non-potable water utilization. This limits the requirement for preinjection treatment of the stormwater. It also limits the treatment requirements for the post
extraction water.
There is no need to expand the water reticulation network (water pipes) as water would
be extracted by bores on the end user's properties.
The capital cost for implementation is substantially cheaper than many of the alternative
currently proposed. In fact capital costs would be less than the recent State Government
water restriction advertising campaign of $80 million. The estimated capital cost for full
ASR implementation would be approximately $15 - $30 million

-

ASR is viable as a non-potable water supply therefore able to be used as a non-treated
water supply leaving the potable water in the current water infrastructure available for
potable water uses. This means that applications that do not need highly treated water
can use the ASR water thereby freeing up the more expensive potable water for
specifically required uses.
By using ASR water for low quality water uses there is no need to implement second pipe
networks for low quality water applications.

.
.

By recharging the aquifers with stormwater the aquifer resource will be protected from
salt water intrusion thereby making the aquifer available for future use.
There are current guidelines from DSE and EPA for ASR designs which will allow
monitoring of the incoming water supply and the stored water in the aquifer.
End users will be responsible for individual extraction which makes the system totally
flexible in the delivery of the water to the end user. Water meters will monitor the water
use for aquifer management and potential billing by statutory authorities
Previous report (SKM-Broad Scale Mapping Repoi? of ASR potential in Melbourne.pdf) indicated that
ASR was not viable. This was based on the brief supplied by ~elbourne'waterthat
reauested Potable Water s u ~ o l vfrom the ASR svstem rather than second arade water for
no"-potable use. Utilizing ASR for non-potable i s e makes the system extremely viable.
Ongoing running costs for ASR are negligible as end users pay for extraction and
injection is virtually power free as all drainage wells will run off gravity.
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OVERVIEW
Currently Melbourne, along with most other major capital cities in Australia, is suffering from
extremely low water supplies from the standard water storage sources.
There is great interest in finding ways of utilizing the available water supplies in more efficient
ways or finding additional water sources to supply the needs of the population.
This paper investigates the option of Bore Drains to inject stormwater into the aquifers below
Melbourne for reuse in non-potable water applications - ASR (Aquifer Storage & Recovery)
The Smart Water website details the actual comparison of Stormwater Vs Melbourne water use:.
Annual Stormwater discharge ..................,530GI (billion litres)
.420GI (billion litres)
Annual Melbourne Water use ...................
Tapping into this resource would provide supplemental second grade water for non-potable,
irrigation, industrial, household and commercial users.
It would also allow these users to be self sufficient with regards to quantity, reticulation and water
quality which is currently the responsibility of the Water Suppliers.
It is envisaged that should a full ASR (Aquifer Storage & Recovery) system be instigated in the
relevant areas of Melbourne then users in these locations could tap in as required and
supplement their current potable water supply with a non-potable supply for lower water quality
requirements. Potential water savings via ASR range as high as 50% of total water use.
The actual level of water savings would need to be identified by the standard methods of
Consultation services however as this would be a community infrastructure project it would make
sense that those projects associated with ASR for Melbourne be funded via the State
Government but maintained by the Local Water Authorities.
Historically the aquifers below Melbourne have been recharged due to standard rainfall and
infiltration methods however as the level of Davement and buildinas has increased the Aauifer
infiltration has reduced. This is exacerbating the current falling wffter levels in the existing
aquifers that are being used by Golf courses, council playing fields, irrigated agriculture etc.
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AQUIFER
Of the freshwater on Earth, much more is stored in the ground than is available in lakes and
rivers. More than 8,400,000 krn30f freshwater is stored below ground, most within l 0 0 m of the
surface compared with 250,000 km3 ofwater stored as freshwater in lakes, inland seas,
reselvoirs and rivers.
Currently 70% of the world water supplies are resourced from groundwater and Melbourne
does not use any of these existing resources.
What is an Aquifer?
An Aquifer is a subterranean layer of porous water-bearing rock, gravel or sand capable of storing
and conveying water to wells and streams. Aquifers must be both permeable and porous and
include such rock types as sandstone, conglomerate, fractured limestone and unconsolidated
sand and gravel. In order for a well to be productive, it must be drilled into an aquifer.
A well is a hole drilled into the ground to penetrate an aquifer. Normally the aquifer water must be
pumped to the surface for use. If water is pumped from a well faster than it is replenished, the
water table is lowered and the well may go dry. When water is pumped from a well, the water
table is generally lowered into a cone of depression at the well. Groundwater normally flows down
the slope of the water table towards the well.

RECHARGE AREA
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Aquifer Description

Why is Groundwater So Clean?
Aquifers are natural filters that trap sediment and other particles
and provide natural purification of the ground water flowing
through them. They are basically a very large sand filter which
will filter out particulate matter.
This tends to cause groundwater to be quite pure and free of
sediment. It will not clean out salt, some bacteria and solutions
in the groundwater.
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Water [not ground water) held by molecular attraction
surrounds surfaces of rock particles

-------- Approximate level ofthewater table--------

Ref hUp:llimnh.isu.eduldigitaiatiaslhydrI~~n~ept~Ig~aterIaq~ifer.htm

MELBOURNE AQUIFERS
Melbourne has an extensive subterranean network of aquifers below the city and suburbs which
is a resource that can be used as water storage for non-potable water. Aquifer Storage and
Recovery (ASR) is a method that takes surface water and recharges the aquifer with this excess
water. This proposal suggests the use of stormwater from the drainage system to be diverted into
these aquifers for storage and use for non-potable water applications.

The current aquifer system below Melbourne has been mapped by SKM in conjunction with the
Smart Water Project. The maps of these aquifers are detailed below.
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MAP OF AQUIFERS BELOW MELBOURNE AREA

CROSS SECTION OF GEOLOGY OF THE MELBOURNE AREA
Section BB
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Section AA

AQUIFER STORAGE & RECOVERY (ASR) DESCRIPTION
Aquifers are natural underground layers of rock or sand that water can percolate through.
The technique referred to as Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) is a way of enhancing the
recharge of groundwater by injecting water into the aquifer via wells drilled from the surface into
the aquifer.
It involves collection or hawesting of surplus supplies of water, for example storm water or
recycled water; treating it, and then injecting this water via one or more wells into an aquifer, with
subsequent extraction for reuse. ASR is predominantly a means of storing water, but may also
provide further water treatment as a result of the biogeochemical processes within the aquifer.
ASR presents an opportunity to provide storage for storm water and recycled water, which could
be extracted to meet demand at any future time. Subsurface storage of storm water or recycled
water can create new water resources, especially for non-potable uses, and is significantly more
cost effective than surface storages due to the minimal construction required,

Typical ASR well for water injection into an aquifer.
Generally detention basins or wetlands are used for primary filtration and denitrification of the
incoming stormwater however some sites can use mechanical screens and smaller detention
tanks for primary filtration.
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Design guidelines are supplied by the EPA, for detailed specifications for engineers to design the
injection points.

Each user provides their own bore pump to extract the stored water from the aquifer. This
eliminates the need for costly pipe work to reticulate water to end users.
ASR INJECTION WELL CAPACITY CALCULATIONS
Assume
flow

Bore
diameter

11s

mm

Assumed
head to

Bore length

friction loss
h

velocity

velocity
loss

total head

length

m

mls

m

m

DDL
m
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EPA Guidelines for ASR layouts.

In most cases there is no need to use a pump from the temporary water storage as gravity will
allow the stored water to flow naturally into the injection well. This eliminates the additional
running cost and maintenance of a pump.
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STORMWATER DISCHARGE
Currently Melbourne discharges in excess of 530GI through the drainage network shown below
into Port Phillip and Westernport bays.
This water is runoff from the hardstand areas of the Melbourne metropolitan catchment and once
discharged into the bays is of not available for reuse.
In some circumstances this type of runoff is essential for environmental flows to assist the
ecoloav of the marine life within the bavs however in this s~ecificcase the bavs are vioorouslv'
tidal &d all flushing that would provideassistance to mariie life is done via tiba~curr&ts.

The proposal is to use stormwater flows and divert this water into the aquifers below Melbourne
for storage and future use as a non-potable water supply.
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MELBOURNE WATER SUPPLY

Water supply in Melbourne is provided by the major dams within the Melbourne Water catchment
areas.
CURRENT WATER STORAGE CAPACITY
Reservoir
Thomson
Upper Yarra
O'Shannassy
Maroondah
Sugarloaf
Yan Yean
Greenvale
Silvan
Cardinia

capacity

Capacity(at Full
MI (million litres)
1,068,000
200,000
3,000
22,000
96,000
30,000
27,000
40.000
287,000

2,800,000ML
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CURRENT RESERVOIR
STORAGECAPACITY

POTENTIALASR
STORAGE CAPACITY

Water source Volume used within Melbourne Metro
Water Source

I

Water Use

I

I
I

billion litres
435

Rivers and reservoirs (2004-05)
474 billion litres (averaae from 1990 2005)
Recycled water
Gro-ndwater
......
Rainwater ana stormwater
Seawater

I

Total

1

46

33
1.
..-

0

515

84%

1

9%
6%
.-OP/
......:
I 0%
I

I

/

http:llwww.meibournewater.com.aulcontenVlibraryiwaterlwaterstoragesaterSppl-DemndStrtegy.pdf

It can be seen that Melbourne is currently totally reliant on the water storages for water supply to
the city. There are no other options at present that would assist in case of severe abnormalities in
climatic conditions which would lead to these reselvoirs being unable to supply water to
Melbourne.
Recently a 150 GI Desalination Plant has been approved at a cost of $4.9 billion which will
certainly alleviate the potential shottfall of water supply in the future however this plant is highly
political and extremely expensive to operate due to the nature of Reverse Osmosis desalination.
From the point of view of water supply this plant will plug the gap in the water supply equation
however the ASR proposal that is being put forward can operate in conjunction with any
alternative water supply due to the simplistic nature of the concept. Operating the desalination
plant can be used as a backup water supply much the same as the power generation system
where high running cost gas tired power stations are brought on line in peak demand periods to
satisfy the immediate overnow needs of consumers.
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MELBOURNE WATER USE

1

2005-06

I
Resident a
...

1

I

water s ~ p pea
l (ML,
.....
273203
Colnmerc~alano nd,-slra water sdppl ed (ML) -1.17.442
Otner
. water s~pplied
--.....
147,306

624:o
. .26 8%

~

I
Total urban water supplied (ML)

1

108°/~,,.

I
437,951

1

100.0%

These figures were supplied via the National Water commission and do not show the full detail
required to ascertain how much potable water is used where non-potable water could be used
however from previous experience the breakdown of this is In the order of 50% for Residential
Households.
This means that utilization of non-potable water could reduce water demand on the current
reservoir fed water supply by a significant amount.

Victorian State Water use Breakdown

Rural
Dornesaic
B sfo&,Urban use
d4L
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TOP THREE WATER CONSUMING SECTORS, BY STATE, 2004-05

State

Sectorllndustry

Consumption

Percentage of
total

Note: 'Water Suppliers' include sewerage and drainage services.
Source: ABS, Water Account Australia, 2004-05, (cat.. no. 4610.0)
All of the sectors shown above can use significant quantities of non-potable water in lieu of fully
treated potable water.
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CURRENT WATER RE-USE
The graph below gives an indication of the scope of water reuse in Victoria.

Reuse Water Victoria 200001

.

II

1 m Agriculture

7%

I

m Forestty & Fishing (a)
o Mlning (b)
o Manufacturing
Electricity & gas supply

o Water supply, sewerage B
drainage s e ~ c e s

m Household
o Other (c)

Indicator: HS-44 Urban stormwater and wastewater reuse

-

REUSE WATER USE 2000 2001

Agriculture
Forestry & Fishing (a)
Mining (b)
Manufacturing
Electricity & gas supply
Water supply, sewerage & drainage services
Household
Other (c)
Total

2000-01
423264
7249
5441
16536
4991
23056
167
35859
516563

(a) includes services to agricuiture, hunting and trapping
lb) on-site reuse water use was included in Minincl and Manufacturincl industries in 1996-97
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81.94%
1.40%
1.05%
3.20%
0.97%
4.46%
0.03%
6.94%

I

100%

KNOWN AQUIFER RESERVES
A report by SKN (Broad Scale Mapping Report of ASR potential in Melbourne.pdf) details the
locations of the useable aquifers located in the Melbourne area. This report has identified
storage capacities of 2,800,000 ML within the identified aquifers located in the Melbourne
metropolitan area.
of storage capacity there is at least 105,000 ML of instantly reusable
This compares with the total storage capacity of the water storage dams

The mapping suggests that up to a third of the study area is suitable for high or medium injection
rate ASR projects, almost all of which occurs in the Lower Tertiary Aquifer. The total additional
storage volume of aquifers if? the 10,565 km2 Melbourne study area was calculated to be 2,800
GL (ie an average effective storage depth of 270mm water). However, only about 105 GL is
considered to be accessible at rates that are economic. That is ASR, when fully developed, could
provide irrigation quality water of up to about a quarter of Melbourne's current total annual water
demand. Of this capacity that is accessible at high and medium rates, approximately 90 GL is in
the Lower Tertiary Aquifer and 15 GL is in the Water Table Aquifer. Most of the storage in the
Lower Teiiiaty Aquifer is in the Western (60GL) and Westem Port Provinces (20 GL), with the
balance being small but commercially viable storages in the Werribee Delta, South Eastern and
Nepean Provinces.. .....

.............Approximately a third of the study area and up to a quarter of the metropolitan area is
suitable for high or medium injection rate ASR projects, almost all of which occurs in the Lower
Tertiary Aquifer. The Nepean Province is the only one with substantial accessible storage
capacity in the Water Table Aquifer.
Couple this additional storage capacity with the existing r e s e ~ o i rstorages then the additional
storage capacity will increase by up to 265% with minimal capital cost implications (see cost
estimates)

The map below shows the known aquifers in the Melbourne metro area. Not all of the aquifers are
suitable for ASR however this map shows the extent of the potential for utilization of these
aquifers as water supply storages.
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KNOWN AQU1FER RESERVES

This data shows that there is substantial aquifer storage capacity located below Melbourne.
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Detailed below are the areas recognized by SKM in the paper "Broad Scale Mapping Report of
ASR potential in Melbourne" that are potential sites for ASR projects. It can be seen that from this
information the ASR potential is substantial.

-.-

n.
ASR POTENTIAL

m

Ref:SKM - Broad Scale Mapping Report of ASR potential in Melbournepdf

ASR Potential is the capacity of the aquifer ta accept recharge from surface water.
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DISADVANTAGES OF ASR USE
Whilst most of the practical advantages of ASR use are obvious there are drawbacks to the
practice:

-

.

Time frame for return
User is in control of their water
Initial capital costs
Maintenance of primary screens
Ongoing monitoring of groundwater stocks

Time frame for return
As the size of the aquifers are extremely large the fill times are measured in years. This is no
different to standard dam water storages however the ASR method is virtually invisible so the
population can lose confidence that the systems are in fact progressing.
Standard information dissemination methods can be used to counter this perception
User is in control o f their water
Due to the nature of ASR systems the user is in control ofwhen water is extracted. In order to
keep control of the water usage flow meters will need to be installed on all bore pumps. A water
allocation system will need to be instigated to track water usage from the aquifer. This will allow
the statutory authority to monitor the health of the aquifer and modify the inflows/outflows as
required. It will also allow for a billing system to be put in place for cost recovery of capital costs
and running costs
Initial capital costs
The initial capital cost for the system is detailed in the Costing section. ASR will certainly be the
lowest cost alternative for any water storage system of this magnitude. Estimate cost for full
instigation -$30 million
Maintenance of primary screens
As stormwater will carry a certain degree of debris there will need to be some form of screening
to remove the flotsam. This will need to be cleaned at regular intervals
Ongoing monitoring of groundwater stocks
The monitoring of water quality and storage volumes is a critical part of the ASR system.
Monitoring will need to be carried out by the authority and determinations of system operation
made from these figures.
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AQUIFER WATER SUPPLY
Melbourne water is currently investigating the possibilities of using ASR (Aquifer Storage &
Recovery) in the Melbourne metro area. This is what they said about ASR from their website.
( h t t ~ : i i w . m e l b o ~ r n e ~ a t e r c o m . a u i c o n t e n V ~ u b l i c a t i ~ nsheetsiwater
sifa~t
recyclinairec~clinswater for a cireener fut

m

AQUIFER STORAGE AND RECOVERY
Aquifer recharge involves storing water underground that can be drawn out at a later time. It can
also be used to restore natural underuround water reservoirs that mav have declinino
- .vields and
water quality, with recycled water.
The combined impact of drawing water at a faster rate than the aquifer can recharge and
increasing salinity has degraded some Victorian groundwater reserves. Recycled water can be
used to replenish overdrawti aquifers, atid improve groundwater availability and water quality.
Recharging aquifers is also an alternative when surface storage is impractical because of limited
space, high evaporation rates or the presence of algae.
Melbourne Water is investigating opportunities for aquifer storage and recovery and, if
appropriate, will use the findings to develop strategies to store recycled water undeground to
benefit the environme~itand/or for future use.
The report that Melbourne Water commissioned concluded that the ASR proposal was not viable
due to cost issues.
This report specified that all ASR systems should be based on POTABLE water availability. This
is not a realistic proposal as the advantage of ASR is for use in areas of NON-POTABLE water
use leaving the precious potable water to be used for the sensitive areas of drinking water and
personal hygiene.
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THREATS ASSOCIATED WITH INACTION
DRAW DOWN OF EXISTING BORES MAKING THEM UNUSABLE
Due to the increasing area of impervious surfaces associated with urban spread the possibility of
Aquifer recharge via standard rainfall infiltration is substantially reduced. This means that the
existing bore water users will increasingly be unable to use their bores as the water level will
continue to drop below usable levels.
In the area of Metropolitan Melbourne this will effect all water users that currently rely on bore
water:
Market Gardeners
Council bore for irrigation
Golf Courses - Typically Sand Belt courses
Industrial users

.

Detailed study is required for a Cost Benefit Analysis however due to intimate knowledge of the
Sand Belt Golf courses it can be said that all of these courses will be affected if bore water
becomes unavailable for their use.

1

Author: Brad Evans
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40% evapotranspiration

38% evapotranrpiralion

,1

This situation is already occurring in a number of areas around Melbourne see The Age article
located at h t t ~ : i i s e a r c h . t h e a q e . c o m . a u i s i t e S e a r c h ~ a r m e r s & s s = a q e & x = l 1 1 & v = 9
Tapp ng ~ n d e ~ g r o - n a y a t ea-qrov~
!
ng. :cst y 1 e . W Age artice 13-4-08
WERR BEE market gardeners are damned if they oo and oamned if tney don'! wnen it
comes to watering the lettuces that feed Melbourne.
National
Never-endinq stream threatens to run dry Age article 13-4-08
WATER from Victoria's once seemingly limitless underground reservoirs is being sucked
up by thirsty towns, farms and irrigators faster than it can be replaced.
SALT WATER INTRUSION
Melbourne is bounded by Port Phillip Bay, Westernport Bay and Bass Strait - all salt water
bodies. As the fresh water in the Melbourne aauifers become deoleted the oressure of the salt
water will cause "Salt Water Intrusion" into the'groundwater. As the fresh weter level in the aqulfer
drops then the salt water will enter the aquifer and make it unusable due to sallnation.

As the fresh water is drawn from the aquifer the salt water will take up the space that is left. Fresh
water keeps the salt from penetrating the fully charged aquifer.
By reinjecting fresh water into the aquifer the infiltration of the salt water will eventually cease and
allow the groundwater to be used as a fresh water resource.
There are many examples around the world where salt water intrusion has caused the
abandonment of groundwater as a resource due to salination.
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SUBSIDENCE 1 SINKHOLES
As the water within aquifers is removed the structural integrity of the overlying ground varies.
There are manv cases of extraction of oroundwater without re~lenishmefltcausina sinkholes and
general groundsubsidence. In shangh;ai the whole city is droliping by 22mm per annum due to
ground water extraction.
This would need to be considered as a future threat even if the ASR project is not taken up.

RETICULATION I DELIVERY TO END USER
In metropolitan locations the cost of laying pipes is a major capital expense due to the high
density of services and extreme cost of reinstating pavements and hard stand areas.
The ideal solution to water supply is to avoid laying of pipe at all and to leave the reticulation of
the available water to the end user.
This is possible with the ASR systems as the end user would be required to drill their own bore
and to maintain and equip the bore themselves.
This eliminates the need for large infrastructure costs as all distribution is via the Aquifer itself
with the end user extracting the water as required
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COST ESTIMATES
As this paper is designed as a concept paper the actual costs are not fully able to be determined
however the cost of the bore drains and suitable filtration are detailed below for information only.

Item

Cost estimate

Well size

200mm

I

300mm

I
Planning 8 Design

I
Consultancy
DSE Supervision

I
$15,000
$10,000

$15,000
$10,000

$10,000
$20,000
$5,000
$10,000
$25,000
$100,000

$10,000
$20,000
$5.000
$10,000
$25,000
$100,000

Headworks
Pipe tapping
Primary filter pit
Valves etc
Secondary interceptor pt
Site civil works
Wetlands construction
Monitors

I
Water quality sensors
F ow meter
.. SCADA
. . .node .... --.-.

/

I

$20,000
$3 000

1

$20,000
$3 000

Drilling Costs

I

Drill & case
Site costs including
road management
waste management
data logging

1

I
$50,000

$80,000

/

I
/
1

1
$50,000

I

1

1

$50,000

I

I
TOTAL PER HOLE

1

I
$333,000
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$363,000

Each well's inflow capacity will need to be ascertained based on the aquifer infiltration capacity
however the figures represent the possible spread of costs that can be assumed without detailed
design.
Flowlwell capacity
Bore
size
11s

Ilday

Ilannum

Stormwater
Flowrate

Flowlday*

No. Wells

Ilannum

%

required

Total system
cost

Based on ASR eventually providing 50% of Melbourne Waters need it can be seen that the
capital cost spread for a fully operational system is between $25million t o $52 million.
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CAPITAL COST Vs INJECTION FLOW
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Additional to these costs would be sundry government charges within DPI or other departments
which could add an extra $10 million for logistical requirements.
for the total instigation of a full ASR system will certainly be less that 565million
.
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,
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This is minuscule by comparison to the alternative proposals currently under way being $4.9
billion for the proposed desalination plant and $1 3 billion for the proposed NorthISouth pipeline.
Compared to these projects the cost of ASR is 1.05% of the capital cost and will have negligible
ongoing running costs.
The State government has spent in excess of $80 million advertising the drought to
Melbournians which had no long term engineering solutions for the expense. The cost of ASR is
such that it should be considered as a viable option for safeguarding the future water supply of
Melbourne.
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PATHWAY TO IMPLIMENTATION
Prior to implementation of any ASR projects there will need to be a number of pre-construction
steps to be carried out:

1. Political Acceptance of ASR as a viable alternative
2. Overview of operational considerations of the whole ASR system
3. Detailed mapping of crossover locations of aquifers and major stormwater conduits
4.
5.

Engineering consultation of specific sites
Preparation of site specifications for tender and construction

POLITICAL ACCEPTANCE OF ASR AS A VIABLE ALTERNATIVE
The current government has reoognized the necessity to increase the capability of the water
supply to alleviate the stress caused by the recent drought on the existing water infrastructure.
l .v
The o ~ t i o n sthat are available for increasing the water s u. .~. ~caDacitv
. are limited and have been
aodreksea by the Government There is s-ostant a p ~ bcl reaction from many sectors regard ng
the Desal nation pant tnat wil orng on an aod Ilona 150G of water wnen compleled The ASR
proposal is not meant to be an alternative to existing water strategies that have been
implemented however it is designed to supplement the current infrastructure.
By offering the public an optional water supply for secondary quality water, this will free up the
current potable water capacity to handle the more sensitive areas of water supply.
In order for the ASR proposal to be implemented the current Government will need to fully fund
the capital infrastructure works as it does not lend itself to PPP (Public Private Partnerships) or
BOOT (Build own operate transfer) schemes. This is due to the difficulty in charging for the water
used. It will be up to the Government of the day to determine if the water drawn out of the ASR
aquifers will be billed to the end user or wether the meters installed on the bores will be for
monitoring only. This is a major policy decision and should be fully thought through prior to
implementation.
It is the author's opinion that charging for self equipped bore water from the ASR scheme will lead
to a resistance of use by the public as each bore will need to be paid for and equipped by the
local water user. Charging on top of this capital cost will certainly lead to a lower usage than
would otherwise be taken up by the public.
Community schemes should be encouraged via building I planning permits for new
developments. This will reduce the per capita capital cost for equipping the bores for the end
user
Due to the expanding population of Melbourne any increase in the water supply will reduce
pressure on the current infrastructure. The logical approach is to increase the water storage
capacity without spending capital budgets that will effect the economy of the state. The ASR
project will be both long term, economical and very low running cost once implemented.
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OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE WHOLE ASR SYSTEM
The operational considerations of a fully implemented ASR system will require a number of policy
decisions such as:

r

Billing process
Overview organization and boundaries of authority
Advertising process for end user education
Assistance for high volume water users to participate in the scheme
Grants for assistance for capital costs similar to the water tank rebates
Monitoring of the effect of ASR on the aquifers - both water quality and level

These are just a few of the considerations to be covered as part of the implementation process.

The engineering requirements are relatively simple- Identify the best locations for the injection
wells so that they are adjacent to major stormwater pipes with sufficient space to provide
temporaly storage, headworks and wells.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Brad Evans is a Civil Engineer and has been associated with the Water Industry since 1980 in a
variety of fields.
Water Driller- Riverina NSW

1980-1983

Design 1 Sales Engineer - designer Batescrew pumps - Tocumwal NSW
Pump design, construction and application engineer

1983-1987

Owner Shepparton Irrigation Pty Ltd Shepparton Victoria
1987-1996
lrrigation design and Construction Company. Specialized in all aspects of irrigation, pumping and
filtration. Largest lrrigation Company in Victoria.
Specialist Water Supply projects for Aust Government, Word bank and various Trade
organizations
Owner Techsys Corporation Pty Ltd Melbourne Victoria
1996-2007
Manufactured switchboards and control systems for pumping applications. Largest pump Control
Company in Australia
This report has been written out of concern for the utilization of current water assets and there
has been no monetary returns for this report.
In writing this discussion paper it has been obvious that the engineering aspects of increasing
Melbourne's water storage and distribution problems is eminently solvable however the
engineering issues are secondary to the political issues associated with water infrastructure.
Currently the government is addressing these issues by way of the 150GI Desalination plant and
the 75GI North South pipeline. Both of these projects are subject to substantial protest from a
wide range of lobby groups. ASR can provide an option that should solve the infrastructure issues
without any public protest as this option is totally green in both capital construction and
sustainability.
How the government reacts to the ASR option will undoubtedly be based on the political
pressures that it sees coming from the electorate. I only hope that the government sees the ASR
option as a supplement that will support Melbourne's growth over the next century for water
infrastructure.

Contact details:
Mobile 0408362722
Email: brad.evans8@grnail.com
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GLOSSARY
Term

Description

Potable water

Water treated to drinking water quality

Non-Potable water

Water unsuitable for human consumotion

Aquifer

A permeable layer of rock or sediment that contains and transmits water. An
unconfined aquifer is where storage is increased by filling dry pores between
grains or cracks in rocks thereby raising the water table. A confined aquifer is
found beneath low permeability formations, and its storage is increased by
raising the pore pressure in the aquifer giving elastic compression of aquifer
materials and water. The injected water displaces ambient groundwater and
mixes with it, creating a plume of injectant in the vicinity of the ASR well.

GI (gigalitre)

1,000,000,000 litres - 1 x 10~litre

MI (megalitre)

1,000,000 litres - Ix 10"itre

ASR

Aquifer Storage & Recovery

Stormwater

Water diverted from rainfall runoff via channels or pipes
Treated sewerage water suitable for potable water use

Effluent

Sewerage water

Well

Bore hole drilled into the aquifer

Injection well

Bore hole used for ASR injection

Groundwater

Water encapsulated in an aquifer
Any treatment (eg detention, filtration) that improves the quality of water prior
to injection

Recycled water

Treated municipal sewage effluent that has been accredited as suitable for
specific forms of reuse

Wetland

Swamp style water storage lake with denitrifying ~ l a n t s
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